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36-inch induction cooktop
manufacturer: Verona
performance: The electric induction 
cooktop features an easy-to-clean black 
ceramic surface and soft-touch digital 
controls that sit at the front of the unit.
price range: $$
applications:
a pan’s presence, while a fast-boil setting 
can be used on three at a time. An alarm 
signals accidental spills; there is also a 
hot-surface and residual-heat indicator. 
veronaappliances.com
(SNAP #222)
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upr 503 undercounter 
refrigerator

manufacturer: Liebherr
performance: This 4 1 5-cubic-foot 

and full-extension storage drawers, can be 

the cabinetry.
price range:  $$$
applications: The 24-inch, Energy Star–
rated fridge needs no swing-out space. 
Its height and depth can be adjusted to align 
with counters up to 34 inches.  
liebherr-appliances.com
(SNAP #224)

chef center sink
manufacturer: Franke
performance: Made of 18-gauge 
stainless steel, this undermount sink comes 
with a full line of accessories—colander, 
cutting board, and drain board—that lie 

price range:  $$
applications:
28- and 34-inch widths that suit 30- and 
36-inch cabinets. One lidded compartment 

to facilitate composting.
franke.us
(SNAP #223)

k2005 faucet
manufacturer: Cinaton
performance: This single-hole 

price range:  $$
applications: ADA-compliant and 

polished nickel and comes with a 120/240 AC 
adapter and four AA backup batteries to 

cinaton.com
(SNAP #221)
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can a kitchen layout change how we eat? Mario 
Zeppetzauer, a managing director of Austrian industrial-design 

Formquadrat, thinks so. With the Voking kitchen, he says, 

freestanding units that support the preparation of meat-free 

containers. Voking’s double-bowl sink accommodates seed-
sprouting trays, while its glass-front cabinets incorporate 
Urban Cultivator ’s indoor gardening system, which allows 
the user to grow microgreens and herbs.

project’s wide range of backers—including such kitchen, food, 
 Gaggenau, Dornbracht, Team 7, 

Cosentino, Eisinger Swiss/Franke, and 
Soehne—indicates there is interest in the subject. But 

impact on the future of nutrition and cooking.” —LC

A Growing Concern

green living Formquadrat’s concept design for a kitchen that 

spice-making station, and a bank of ceramic storage containers.

snap back
dillon kyle
Principal
Dillon Kyle Architects
Houston

“Our clients want appliances where 

to be. 
refrigerators, and wine coolers can 
be positioned at any location: in the 

source: size of industry report, june 2016,
national kitchen and bath association

U.S. homeowners remodel a total of   

1.8 million   
 kitchens each year.

snap fact

key    $ = value,  $$ = mid-range,  $$$ = high-end   eco-friendly attributes=




